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English Oak Buildings Ltd are based in the
village of Claverton, just outside the world
heritage city of Bath. English Oak Buildings
have been designing, fabricating and raising
unique oak-framed buildings since 1999.

At English Oak
Buildings our primary
focus is on quality.
We have a genuine
passion for our craft
and we pride ourselves
on our unrivalled
understanding of one
of the most versatile
and environmentally
friendly building
materials in use today.

English Oak Buildings has the experience
to deliver projects of any size and scope,
from domestic extensions, houses, the largest
commercial requirements to the sensitive
maintenance and conservation of historic
timber-framed buildings.
English Oak Buildings core team has been
together since the company’s inception and
is committed to bringing energy and expertise
to each project. We meet with clients to listen
to their ideas before creating agreed plans and
designs, often working alongside architects and
project managers. We will fabricate the structure
within our workshop, one of the largest of its
kind in the UK, using our extensive range of
traditional and modern carpentry skills. The
process is ultimately completed with the raising
of the oak frame on site.

Outstanding carpentry
combined with a
contemporary vision
gives us the flexibility
to design and manage
the creation of beautiful,
functional and individual
spaces tailored to your
needs. Our bespoke
approach ensures
that your desire for a
building of individuality
and character will not
be compromised.
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Oak is an exceptional building material – durable
and strong, practical and versatile, individual and
extremely beautiful.
Uniquely the oak frames we produce mature
with age, gaining character and strength in the
process. Green oak has always been the material
of choice for the carpenter, being easily worked,
locally available and incredibly durable. These
amazing qualities can be seen in the numerous
historical examples of oak frames that have
endured centuries of use and are still standing
proudly, full of character. They are also in
harmony with today’s need for sustainable
development where having a light touch in
terms of impact on the environment is crucial.

Green oak frames are
incredibly versatile,
they can be built to
any size and budget.
They can be designed
to have vast open plan
spaces or be efficiently
divided up to create
a modern family home.
They can include
banks of glazing to
flood the space with
light and galleried
areas looking into
rooms of double or
triple height. Green
oak frames can also
be designed to work
alongside other
building materials
such as stone, brick,
block or render.
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Once the design is approved, English Oak
Buildings engineer will provide structural
calculations for the oak frame to satisfy building
control. Your frame will be made by hand in our
large, purpose-made framing workshop, using
the traditional and precise method of joinery
called the ‘Scribe rule’. In scribe-rule framing
each connection between timbers is unique. The
carpenter uses a marking device to scribe each
piece of timber individually into position above a
life-size drawing on the floor. The scribe transfers
the particular shape of one piece of timber to its
mate, creating a specific and unique connection.
The joints are cut by hand and pre-drilled for a
final fix on site using handmade oak pegs. Every
piece of timber is marked by the carpenter to
indicate its precise location within the frame.

We have found that
the most successful
builds occur when
English Oak Buildings
are involved from the
very beginning. Each
project we manage
is completely bespoke.
We take time to discuss
your requirements in
detail, ensuring that
the frame design is
a fully integrated part
of your whole build.
From these discussions
we will create a scheme
of drawings specific
to your project using
computer-aided design.
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We advise all our clients to involve an architect
on larger, more complicated builds. If you have
not already appointed one, we would be more
than happy to recommend an appropriate
specialist to you.
Once an architect is on board we will meet as
a group to discuss the plans and your ambitions
for the project. We will then work alongside the
project architect to develop these ideas, ensuring
that the oak frame sits comfortably within the
overall scheme. In this way our specialist expertise
is available to the architect throughout the process.
This will help you get the most from your design
and achieve the best value for your money.

If you require planning
permission for your
project we have found
that planners look
favourably upon oakframe buildings. Our
planning consultant
will be able to provide
you with an initial
idea of what is likely
to be acceptable to the
planning authorities.
He will also, where
commissioned, follow
this up with a full
application service. In
our experience clients
taking this advice at an
early stage have gone on
to be successful in their
applications, saving
them a lot of time and
money in the process.
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The clients at Meadow Cottage wanted to extend
their beautiful stone house with a green oak frame.
they were keen to have a very traditional-looking
oak frame whilst retaining the stone facade to the
property. Internally we created a full oak-framed
roof and floor with exposed rafters, joists and
intricate studwork. The rooms were divided using
one of two traditional methods; - Board & Muntin
walls of solid oak or plastered infill panels set
within the oak frame.

Meadow
Cottage
Redhill
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With a large single-storey cottage set in an idyllic
Cornish valley our client came to us with an
ambitious idea. He wanted to extend his existing
property not only to the side but also down,
creating a two-storey extension without raising the
existing roof line. The result is a dwelling of grand
proportions that feels as though it has always been
there. The first three bays of the five-bay frame
are open to the roof with a fully glazed gable
elevation giving the already extensive living area
a cathedral-like quality. Light pours in through
the glazed sections of the frame, lending the space
a contemporary feel without compromising the
traditional character of the build.

Menkea
Wartha
Falmouth
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Working alongside project architects, we
developed a scheme where the huge ten-bay oak
frame housed a swimming pool, plant room, gym,
large double garage and store rooms. A wing built
onto one side of the main frame provided a large
weather-boarded workshop, whilst on the opposite
side, a long covered walkway gave the client a
shaded view of his beautiful courtyard. One of
the successes with Phoenix House is how well the
different materials work alongside one another.
Natural stone complements the oak frame which
in turn works well next to the areas of structural
glazing and of course oak weather-boarding.

Phoenix
House
Somerset
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Our brief here was to create a large, sympathetic
green-oak-framed extension to an existing house.
From its elevated position the extension has
incredible views across the valley, so large areas
of glazing were incorporated into the frame to
take full advantage of this. Careful planning was
required to run the new extension seamlessly
into the existing building, since parts of the old
and new areas would come together to form the
new large open-plan living space. We were also
commissioned to design and build an outhouse
comprising a garage for vintage cars, a storage
area and a workshop.

Oak
House
Wiltshire
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Our client’s successful accountancy business
was outgrowing the spare room in his house, so
he came to us for help. The two-storey frame at
Mulberry was designed in collaboration with the
client without the involvement of an architect.
Our brief was to provide a beautiful space to
work in which would also be somewhere to meet
and impress his clients. The building was divided
into three distinct zones. On arrival you see the
two generous parking bays with the oak-frame
structure on show inside. You then pass through
the main door in to a reception area of double
height with a fully glazed gable elevation, finally
a staircase specially built in medieval style leads
to the second floor, with a huge open-plan office
under the full oak-framed roof, and fantastic
views across the garden.

Mulberry
House
Sunnydale
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English oak is one of the most environmentally
friendly, natural and sustainable construction
materials- one that is also entirely free of harmful
industrial processes, waste, or toxic treatments.
In addition to this a huge amount of carbon
dioxide is fixed by growing oak trees. Taking new
raw material from sustainable, local resources
means that we are actively reducing the amount
of CO2 in the atmosphere.

English Oak Buildings
is committed to only
using British oak
from sustainable
sources – contributing
investment towards the
future of the country’s
forestry industry,
whilst also working to
reduce unnecessary
transportation costs of
our core raw material.
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Your Project

Energy Efficient

One of the key benefits of oak frame construction
is that during the fabrication of the frame in
the workshop all the foundations and other
preparatory building works can be completed
on site. This makes for a more efficient build
time with the associated cost savings.

Embodied energy is an increasingly important
issue in architecture. Embodied energy means
‘the amount of energy used to extract, process,
transport, install, maintain and also dispose of
a product’.

Our attention to tradition and detail enables
us to deliver accurate structures that we can
raise with the help of a crane in a matter of
days. For example, as soon as the foundations
are complete a large three-bedroom house frame
could be erected and ready for the next stage
of construction in less than one week. A smaller
frame can be put up in as little as a day.
We also to produce and install specialist cladding
panels for the walls and pre-decorated warm roof
systems including timber shingle or shake-roof
coverings. These elements are pre-fabricated in
the workshop ready to be applied to the frame
once it is raised.
With the correct preparation and planning a
large oak frame can not only be raised but also
entirely weather-proof within just three weeks.

This embodied energy can be divided into
‘initial’ and ‘recurring’ elements. Material
extraction, processing and installation belong
to the initial category, whilst maintenance is
the key recurring factor.
To build with low embodied energy involves both
carefully considered project planning and a longterm strategy for the client’s ongoing relationship
with the building. English Oak Buildings is
committed to the use of sustainable design,
products and materials to achieve this goal.
With a firm bias towards the use of high-value
insulation, alternative heating and energy
sources, and renewable or recyclable building
materials, we have ever increasing experience
as to how each of these interacts with our oak
frame approach.

Your Build

British Wood

English Oak Buildings will tailor its approach
to suit your requirements.

Using British wood acknowledges the inherent
value of our woodlands. Without such a
commitment, the plain and simple fact is that
we risk losing what remains of our woodlands.

For the self-builder, an English Oak Buildings’
green oak frame represents an ideal approach
and delivers a structural, free-standing frame
tailor-made to each client’s needs, and allows
them to finish the build to their own specification
and timing.
As part of a partial build, English Oak Buildings
would work alongside project architects and the
main contractor to design, fabricate, and raise the
main oak framed structure - perhaps also being
commissioned to facilitate specialist cladding
panels for the frame. The main contractor then
assuming responsibility for finishing the build.
English Oak Buildings’ turnkey option is
increasingly popular and offers a construction
and project management service designed
to draw upon our wealth of knowledge and
experience in all areas of successful green oakframe builds. We will oversee your project from
start to finish, managing architects, planners,
engineers and contractors, while you simply
relax and plan moving into your new home.

•	Using British timber reduces your buildings
carbon footprint. Imported timbers will
have travelled hundreds if not thousands
of miles before they are ever worked.
This vastly increases the amount of energy
used in creating your building.
•	British forestry is tightly controlled by the
Forestry Commission.
•	Much of the wood harvested in Britain
is done so under the scrutiny of the 		
Forest Stewardship Council. Businesses
that use sustainably sourced wood bear
FSC accreditation.
•	English Oak Buildings is FSC certified.
You can feel secure in the knowledge that
your timber has not caused any negative
ecological or environmental impact.
•	Every pound spent on British wood helps
to ensure that our forests are well managed
and continue to thrive.
•	British forestry supports a web of rural
trades and crafts.

We’re a proud member
of the Association
of Environmentally
Conscious Builders.
An organisation
established to promote
the use of products
and materials that
are environmentally
sound and sustainable.
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